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Notes and Comments
This Nam of " Maple Leaves "
This issue ends a volume of eight printed ntunbecs and we larcrit^r^_
include an index to the arlicles and features. The our ininhers of the
first volume were duplicated ones and it has been suggested that when
space permits some of the articles from these nwnbers should be
repeated. Views of readers will be welcomed.
Group Activities
Groups are not verb= active at this time of the year and nn ropi o
have reached the Editor except that of the Glasgow Group whose po_;grainnre has already been arranged.
B.N.A.P.S.
Our new publicity and advertising manager, Member Baresh, is
representative on this side of the Atlantic of B.N. A.P.S. (British North
American Philatelic. Society) and will gladly inform members of the
arrangements for joining that Society.
Next Congress of British Philatelic Societies
The next'Con-ress will he held at 'I'nnhridge Wells, and o;rr genial
Vice-President J. C. Cartwright is to be its chairman.
Rumour
It is rumoured that a very important collection of Canada form:d
Canada is soon to be sold in London.
X.Rays in Philately
Member Cheavin points out that the foundation of his discoveries
with X-Rays was his discovery that the 6d. New Zealand stamp of 1S:;o
was reproduced in all its detail. By mistake-a natural one when dealing with B.N.A.-his " N.Z." was read as " N.S." and so appears- as
" Nova Scotia " on page 90.
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BRICKS WITHOUT STRAW
At our last Committee meeting and at the Annual General Meeting
.1iapph Lx;ives came urnrlei' fire front many quarters. One of the
ui^je^tt^_Ins was that the' was not enough Society or Group News. Our
I'Allor• took this r rilicisnr in good part its It(, has been sending out
.O S. messages for material for the last three years.
Il is uou lbu end of .lulu and I our told that the deluge of news
Hate's expected as a result of the April discussion has not materialised
Mid Iltul NOT 0'1'1,; rt'purt, of Society news has come Forward. It was
gI sie,i trlsu !fiat '' Maple Leaves '' should publish Group Pro
ra^irrncs. (it) to dale one only has come to hand. Our Editor cannot
uurke bricks without straw.
\Ve are now approaching another season of Study and I hope I will
be Forgiven IM' Ilhrov,vih g a few friendly brickbats; i get plenty myseli.
"t t (;ontact. Nletnhers 1 would say: '' Have you got your Group Election
rued I'rugr^rrnnrc arrati,ged for next season?'' Some Groups are well
eslablisbed, hot others, to part it bluntly, are not. \Ve are not concerned
abort the size., of tine Groups, but want to have them working and
iviu nte+.nber; ;arv icr riod uppurtunitics fur study.
11ay I irppe;tl lo our general inernbers to support their office-bearer;
they are rill .hoop-Iover;, but seldoin r;et, time to see stamps l;ecaus°
of [heir .`_:oniruiiire dnlies, wlrich are all Voluntary and Honorary.

The its^4SI l5+_t st-ast_,n i approaching: let us all pull together and make
it a reat blooper season.
A. E. STEPHENSON,
President.

POSTAL BALLOT
`flit' results of the Postal Ballot are as follows:
Executive Office-Bearers .-Nominees listed on the Ballot Form were
ill all ilrsiances t'heft'!! with a large majority.
Amendments to the Constitution .--i-teconunendatious trade by the
General Como itttl_e. Ile.nr I on Ballot Form. This item was split into
three earls, each It;irl to receive a separate vote. In each case the
amendments received the required majority for its inclusion in the
Constitution. The percentages of votes in favour being 76, 86 and 81
respectively. Full details of motions are given in Amendments to Handbook.

Amendments to the Constitution . - Proposed at Annual General
fleeting. Item 9 old Ballot. Form. This amendment proposing an
increase of the annual subscription to twelve shillings and sixpence was
defeated by a very small majority of those who voted.
It was disappointing that so few members took part in the ballot.
Indeed, the office-bearers feel strurugly that more members should have
taken an interest in the election of their office-bearers and in the proposed amendments to the Constitution.
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Wings Over Canada
By FRED L. WELLMAN.
Continuation of Reprint from the " Jack Knight Air Log,
Journal of the Jack Knight Air Mail Society, U.S.A.

THUMB - NAIL HISTORIES OF CANADIAN AIRLINES
Algoma Air Transport , Ltd.-This company operated in Northern
Ontario and the Province of Quebec from 1928 on. 'Their main base was
located at South Porcupine, Ont. They did a freight and charter busi!; ss quid I'ew philatelic ile.rns of the Comparn,y ate available from which
a collector can get information or build it collection. We have no
schedules or other information to be able to tell you where they went
and when they stopped operations.
Arrow Airways , Ltd.-This company operated throughout the
provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan. They carried mail, passengers
and freight and did it lot of advertising. The main operating base was
at the Pas. We have no record in our files to say when Arrow Airways
began opet'abons, but in 1942 they were incorporated in the Canadian
Pacific Air Lines merger of smaller airlines.
Austin Airways , Ltd.-This is a rather new line operating out of
Toronto. They serve Toronto, Nakina, Sudbury, South Porcupine and
Moosonee. They haul charter passengers and freight.
British Columbia Airways, Ltd.-The first flight of this Company
took place on July 23, 1928. They operated between Victoria and Vancouver in British L;olurnbia They operated for only one week, after this
losing their plane and crew.
Canadian Airways , Ltd.-This Company was founded iii 1930 by J.
Richardson. Later Western Canada Airlines merged operations with
Canadian Airways and they became one of the biggest air transport
companies in Canada, before they in turn merged in Canadian Pacific
Airlines in 19,2. A story on this line is in the C.P.A.L. issue. They used
huge Junkers J\V52 planes to haul air freight, and did a tremendous
business.

Canadian Colonial Airways, Ltd. - This is one of the CanadianColonial Airways companies which have operated between New York
City and Montreal for many years. They began operations over F.A. 11.
Route 1 on October 1, 1928, and still hold the air mail contract for this
route.
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Canadian Pacific Air Lines.-Canaclia Pacific Air Lines, a subsicliar
of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, is one of the bigger airlines of Canada.
In f942, Canadian Airways, Dominion ;Skyways, Quebec Airways,
Wings Limited, Arrow Airways, Prairie Airways, Yukon Southern Air
Transport, MacKenzie Air Services, Ginger Coote Airways and White
Pass and Yukon Airways were incorporated into the C.['.A.L. system.
While these lines don't form a transcontinental route ,they do serve as
a feeder system to almost every corner of Canada. C.I.A.L. is now planning for transoceanic routes over the Pacific to Australia and the Orient
More complete information on this great line can be found in the
C.P.A.L. issue, July-Aug.-Sept., 1946, of the Air Log which can be had
from the Society.
Cherry Red Airline, Ltd.-This company operated throughout the
Northern Saskatchewan Area from their base at prince Albert. Thev
operated from May of 1929 to April 30, 19;31, and used no cachets at am
time. They received authority from the Poet Office at Ottawa to use
semi-official air mail starnps under the (late of May 30, 1929.
Ghinook Flying Service , Ltd.-Chinook is one of the newer Canadian
air services and they serve the Calgary-Banff area. The main office is
located at the Ca1i;arv Municipal Airport, and their main business is
charter flying. Other me,rns of income include: timber cruising, aerial
photography air training, sales and service, and also commercial flying.
Two labels only are known of this company, similar to the one above,
but one is a windo\v- sticker.
Commercial Airways , Ltd. This company operated in Alberta from
1929 until April of 1931. III 1931 Canadian :Airways took over the line.
They operated between Edmonton, Athabaska, 'P'ort Murray, Peace
River and Grand Prairie.

Dominion Skyways , Ltd.-This airline is now a part of Canadian
Pacific Air Lines. Tlii'y operated in the Hafleybury, _A1ud Lake, Montreal, Rouyn, Sullivan and Val d'Or areas. Regular schedules were kept
and charter businc,s was aiso handled by Dominion S1 lvavs.
Jack V. Elliot Air Services .-This air transport cornparry was formed
in. 1926 to serve uriners in the iced Lake gold rush. Their first fti_;ht
took place on ylurclr 0, 1926. First flight covers are also known to be
marked Red Lake Itud,oin and are very scarce. Host of this company's
work vvas line in the charter field.

Elliot-Fairchild Air Service .-The .lack V. Elliot Company operahng
in the Red .Lake ol^f nniruing area as a charter service and air mail
s'r-, lasted for just a little over a month, when it became the IL,Iliotieiid Air Server. '['his new courpany then issued its own stamps,
ne of which was like the one shown.
Elliot-Fairchild Air Transport .--This company was a successor to the
Elliot-Fairchild Air Service. We lack more information from this lire.
Fairchild Air Transport , Ltd, -This was the last of the ElliotFairchild companies to operate. They operated in the Haileybury-Rouyn
area and their stamps picture a flying seaplane over the Rouyn Goldfields.
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Small Cents Varieties
By R. W. T. LEES-JONES.
At the Edinburgh Convention (1949) the variety of the 6c. 1895
re-entered with the Sc. roller'' was referred to and there was some criticism of the theory. Since then the writer has had a request to vet a
specimen of the stamp. Readers may be intrested in the result of the
examination of the stamp.
W. S Boggs, in his book on Canada advanced the
variety came about thus: the roller die possibly had mo^_ ^..__ .
transfer on it, perhaps next to the 6c. was that of the 5c. imprensiuii.
When the operator was at work, it is assumed that when re-entering
he inadvertently placed the 5c. transfer die clown on the 6c. plate, then
noticed his error and partially corrected it.
Examination of the actual stamp shows that the rocker die was placed
2.mm. below the normal position and just, under mm. to the left( as
one looks at the stamp) . Outside the stamp on the left. appears a circle
with an inner circle evenly spaced. On the design of the stamp is a
horizontal frame line and just ender term. below there is a second line
running parallel, and from a number of positions on this line start
vertical lines running towards the three horizontal lines.
If the small cents are examined--values 1c., 2c., 3c., 5c., 6c. and
iOc. and for completeness the other stamps of the same size, viz., the
c. 1868, 8c. 1893, 12^c. and the. Essays and plate proofs of the reduced
size-it will be seen that with the exception of the 5c. all have leaf
scroll work at the top of the design and no trace of parallel lines. The
5s., however, has parallel lines with vertical lines adjoining the N.E.
and N.W. corners and actually at the corners there are two concentric
circles.
Rol-,-s' explanation that the first impression was that of the 5c.
seems correct, but how it occurred is not conclusively proved. (See
Brig. Studd's theory in his notes in this number.-Ed.)
While on the subject of the small cents, I would like to report other
stamps showing varieties. Again it is the 6c. light chestnut shade. They
appear ()It a strip Of three, and two singles confirm the varieties. The
piece comes from the top of the sheet, big margins being attached. 1
shall number them " A, B, C " from the left. " C '' is a normal stamp.
"A'' shows a group of clots in " N " of " SCAN " and also in " T "
of " POST it dot, of colour appears in the head under the right side
of "A" of " DA"; another dot appears under the right of ' P " of
POST." In the white circle between " POST " and the head there is
a string of dots.
B "-A large dot appears in " N ' 'of " CAN '' and large dots in
the letters " OSTAGr "; a larger (lot appears by the hair at the
top of the head immediately under the centre of " P " of " POST ";
between the stamps, in the gutter and near the top, about limit. under
the top level of the stamps is a further series of colour spots. These
colour spots give food for thought. They savour of re-entering and/or
a partly cleaned plate. I have at present no definite theories and shall
be glad to have from members notes about these varieties and any
suggested explanations.
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Canadian Pre-Cancels
By R. B. HETIHERINGTON
The first issues of pre-cancelled stamps were made at Ottawa Post
Office in 1888, sheets ttf the 1, 2, 3 and 5 cents being postmarked, i.e., with
the " hiller " then in use. This consisted of the numeral I in a circle
made of nineteen horizontal lines. Later in the Same year St. John used
a somewhat similar " hiller " consisting of the figure 1 in a circle
surrounded by a vertical oyat made up of fourteen horizontal lines; as
far as 0 is known, this was applied to the I cent only. In the early part
of 1889, :Aiontreai pre-cancelled sheets of the 1, 2, 3, 6 and 10 cent values
with the old 21 roper ptIstutark consisting of the figures 21 with a background of 7 thin broken lines.
Toronto pre-cancelled the 1, 2 and 3 cents with parallel lines ruled with
it pen and ink. All the above are uncommon to rare and are worth from
100 to 150 times the catalogue dues of the ordinary stamp. These
unofficial forerunners of the regular issues of pre-cancels are of great
interest and should he n every collection of pre-cancels if they can be
obtained.
TIIE L\II.LY LINE TYPES. 1890--1894.
The first official issues were made from Ottawa in 1889: sheets of the
I and 3 cents were cancelled by a revolving, self-inking roller which
tinprinted a number of bars about 2tnm. in width across each stamp,.
This roller cancelled only one row at a tune, so, it is not unusual to find
these has cut it ati unlcut diw de, vertical or dia,^4ou,at. The early litie
types can he divided into three groups, of which Group t is referred to
above.

Group 1.-Three to six thick lines about 2mrn. wide on the 2, 1 and
2 cents.
2.-Six to eiurhtl thinner lines, used on the ^, 1, 2, 3 and 5 cents
awl latccr in 1892 on the 6, 8 and 10 cents.
3. Two hi ei; ht diagonal dashes used on the I and 3 cents
Each Group is known in black, but Group I occurs also in violet (rare)
The next type to be issued was again another forth of the Line or Bar
Type, consisting of two str^riuht bars with a wavy bat between. This type
can be divided into fl-Mr sub-t,vpes or styles of the centre bar:
1. A short sharp " wave."
2. A ton=; shallow " wave.
3. A large deep " wave.A boll heavy square-shouldered " wave."
Roller Types
■

Sub-types 3 and ', of this Group were in continuous use from 1894 to
1903 and can be found on the Sniall !Heads and the Queens issues of 18971902. The 15 cent Large Head also is known with this form of Pre-cancel.
Sub-types I and 2 were cancelled b,y a self-inking hand roller, ten
stamps wide. They are found both horizontal and vertical and there are
many minor variations of these sub-types.
Sub-types 3 and 4 were cancelled by Electro-Type, a sheet at a time.
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City Type.

CITY TYPES (1903-1935)
From 1903 all pre-cancellation was done with electotvpas, vJhich
cancelled one hundred stamps at a time. Over 50 cities used this type of
pre-cancellation in which the city name appears wilh bars in various
combinations . T here are so many types and variations of the bars that ii
is impossible to give a complete list in this short article. These types v^er
not printed very carefully and they are as common inverted a. n( jenaL
Vertical and double cancellations are, however , rare to very rare.
The type for these electros was cast on a Ludlow machine in rows o`
ten and this was repeated to make up a plate of lull subjects . This was
how the well-known BRIBGEBURG
( foe Billl) G Eltt;RG) ergo
appeared . This error occurs on the last vertical row of the sheet oil a'I
stamps overprinted by the Bridgeburg electro, the original error having
occurred on the right- hand electro , i.e., No. to.
1922 BAR TYPES
During 1922 some of the smaller users reverted to using stamps an
celled with three pairs of plain bars; this, together with variatiou, (I iL
has been used on low denominations and I cent coils since then.
Bars of Electro Types

The 1922 Bar Types are divided into three groups as follows :
1. Three pairs of thick lines, electrotyped by the Canadian Bank Note
Co.
2. Electrotyped by the British American Bank Note Co., who used a
similar arrangement of lines , but the electro has thinner lines and
the space between each pair is wider.
3. Printed from machine - set plates instead of electros, by the Canadian
Bank Note Co., and as the metal was melted down after each printing, every setting produced different varieties of spacing.
MONEY ORDER OFFICE NUMBER SYSTEM
In 1931 a new form of Precancel was introduced, and by 1935 had
superseded the City Type. It consisted of a number between parallel
double lines, the number used corresponding to the particular post
office's number in the Money Order System during the, period 1931-1935.
This type gradually replaced the city name types in all but the smaller
offices which from early in 1922 were supplied with parallel double line
type.

'T'here are Lhrce forms of the double parallel line to pe : the chi-f
tifierernes u re trs fuli^;w :
Numerals Serifs Spacing of lines
1. 3nun. fall slight 9 ruin.
2. 2,^rnrn. tall none 10mm.
3. 2:' mm. tall yes 10mm.
The printinr of 't'ype 1. is rough and the parallel lines are Ihickcr
and on occasion, owing to heavy inking, appear as one line insted of` two.
fifty-eight cilia, and towns in Canada are using or have used prcancels. Of these, fen are not now using them : Amherst, Bridg•eburg,
lrw,vn's Nurseries, (;arberry, Chatham, hstevan, Perth, Sydney, Truro
and \Valkerviile. '['lone others - Fredericton, Sherbrooke and Owes,
Somid hali rr period ril' uori-n,e ft r several years atter rout nnoricinl, then
again bega ri to u,e tlrenr.

The history of some of these cities is rather interesting. Nothing was
kno',vt of Amherst pre-cancels until 1936, though the stamps had actuail
been used more than ieu years previously. I am informed by officials that
several of the. lower detiolutnations were, pre-cancelled for Amherst, but
only single copies of the 2c and 4c have yet been, found. Bridgeburg was
a fiery heavy user of pre-cancels for years, but since its change of name
to Fort Erie, none has been used. Brown's Nurseries as the name
implies was a nursery, located near Welland, Out., with a separate post
office. Pre-cancels from there are scarce; two types were used all on the
Jr Edward VI1. With the closing up of the business, the pre-cancels and
post office vanished. Crurberry used the Ic green George V in 1922, but
the permit holders have been using pre-cancelled envelopes since then.
Sydney and Truro are believed to have used the 1c yellow, 2c green, 5c
violet, 7c red-brows and too light brown in 1926; all these are known
from Truro, but from Sydney I have seen only tite sue light brown. The
use of pre-cancels by these two cities was declared improper and the
remainder were de,lroyed. IE;stevau used the Ic green and Ic vellow° from
1922 to 1926, but the firm using them discontinued business at that time
and since then none has been issued. Walkerville was a prolific user of
pre-cancels front 19f,,i to 1926; the merging of that office with Windsor.
Out., marked the end of Walkerville pre-cancels. The values above 2c are
very rare. Fredericton used the 1c yellow and 2c green in 1924, hut, none
was known to rolleclors until 1932 when a few were found accidentally
Pre-cancels were again used there front 1933. Owen Sound used the Ic
green in 99`22.. bill did tot issue any other pre-cancels until lo years later.
Sherbrooke has a similar story, used the 1c yellow in 1924 and then no
more until 1933. All the first issues of these three cities are decidedly
scarce.

(To be continued)
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.The First Four Issues of Canada
1851-1897
A Precis of an Address given by Brigadier M. A. STUDD , F. C.P.S., at the Convention
of the Canadian Philatelic Society of Great Britain, held in Edinburgh in April, 1949

I feel honoured at being asked to address you at this Convention,
especially as I sold my Canadian collection over 20 years ago.
Mr Lees-Jones, however, has come to my rescue and has provided
splendid material to illustrate some of the points which I will be discussing.

Obviously it is not possible to cover such a vast subject in a short talk,
and all that I am going to attempt to do is to raise various points at
random in connection with each of the first tour issues.
A great deal has been written about these early Canadian issues and
I find it difficult to think of anytning new to tell you. Some of the points
which I will raise, however, have not often been ;written about or discussed, and they may be new to you.
PENCE ISSUE
(a) Boggs, in his recent book on Canada, states that, the 6d. imperf
on Thin Wove paper did no, exist, whereas the 12d. on Thin Wove was
put into circulation. He bases his contention on the fact that, only one
printing of the 6d. imperf was made prior to 1855 and that all this first
printing was on Laid paper. All subsequent printings were made on
Medium or Thick Wove papers. The 12d., however, had two printings,
one being on Laid and the other on Wove paper, of which the major proportion was on Thin Wove.
Now many of us have seen the 6d. imperf on Thin paper which shows
(i) Laid Lines very evident; (ii) Laid Lines hard to locate; and (iii) Laid
Lines entirely absent even when examined under the Quartz lamp.
One must realise that the paper was hand made, and was liable to a
great deal more variation than subsequent papers which were machine
made. The Thin paper on which the Laid Lines cannot be identified is
described in most catalogues as Thin Wove. My own opinion on this
subject is that each consignment of paper varied a great, deal, with Laid
Lines very evident, hardly evident, or quite indiscernible.
I think, therefore, that both the 6d. and 12d. are in the same category
and if one agrees to the 12d. as coming on Thin Wove then one must
agree, equally, to the existence of the 6d. on Thin Wove. Perhaps a better
description for both would be Thin paper on which no evidence of
Laid Lines can be discerned."

(b) The 12d. Black has always been regarded as the major rarity of
all Canadian stamps . There is, however, one stamp in particular which,
in my opinion, is far rarer than the 12d. I refer to the 6d. imperf in mint
state , or approaching a mint state , i.e.. -fresh with full gum. In the

ft)
R.P.S.L. Jubilee Exhibition of 1923, which displayed the cream of the
LiechtenstAn Collection, there NNas only a strip of three lid. Imperf on
'['hick Wove Soft paper which had full guns and could be described as
mint. In the Tapliu Collection in the British Ntuseunr there are 36 copies
of the 6d imperf unused, but only two of them one on Laid and one on
Thick Soft Wove paper) can be described as in mint state, i.e., fresh
with full guns. Ali- Lees-Jones informed ere that he has noCd. imperf
with full -run, and I do not know if any exist in the Reford Collection.
The Expert Committee of the R.P.S.L. in past years have passed only
eight copies as being genuine unused and of fresh appearance (t Laid,
4 'I bin Wove, I Medium \Vove, 1 t hick Hard \4 ove and I Thick Soft
\\ ove) and I do not believe that any of these carried full guru.
It is surprising how rare the 6d. imperf in mint condition appears to^
be, especially as the other values in mint condition are comparatively
rnor plentiful.
(c) In the Rarity- class I would like to inenti"n two more of the I'enee
Issue, viz., blocks or strips of the 3d. and tad. perforated. I have never
seen a block used or, noosed or the 3d. perforated. Boggs illustrates a
strip of o and I had a strip of 3 in the R.P.S.L. Jubilee Collection rrientioned above. This stamp is rare also on entire cover.
Equally-, I have never seen anything larger than a pair of the Cad. perlorated, although a strip of three ruav exist. It is e^.treiuely hard to get
this stamp tivell-centred, ;end a well-centred pair un entire cover in tv
Lees-.)ones collection is, in my ol,iniou, a very 1-1 1 _1 rarity.
(I) The issued stamps ofthe 12d. Black did not carry an excessive
arruun', of lie-entry on the plate. On the other hand, all the plate proofs
overprinted'`Specimen' that I have examined, carry a tremendous.
amount of Re-entry on pi' icticalty every stamp, and in s:,veral places on
each stamp.
was sir excessive that I do not think that it war, feasible to have
erased even a proportion of it bed me the plate v.vas used for printing the
stamps of issue.
There were, I believe, two plates for the 12d. Black, which seems cur,
too many for an issue of t5i ii odd to postmasters. I believe that these
plate proofs mentioned by ere must have come from it plate which was
not used for printing the stanrpup of issue and that another the Second)
was used.
The late i\lr Liechtenstein had, I believe, complete plate proof sheets.
of bath plates and art ex i nine ion of them to prove or disprove the above
theory would he interesting.

(e) A Short Description of the Method of Producing Line Engraved
Stamps.
ltefore I go further I must give a short description of the process of
producing postage stamps by line engraving, as it. is relevant to much I
will say later on.
First of all the engraver produces his design on a small soft steel
alloy or copper die plate, using his engraving tools for that purpose. All
the lines of the design are in recess on this die plate. After several "l4111s"
to check the building up of the design, the engraver finishes his work,
and the result is generally called thc. Master or Matrix Die. This Matrix
Die is then transferred under pressure to the periphery (about I inch or
more wide) of ^i cylindrical steel roller. Several such transfers may be
made to the same steel roller to act as reserves in case any damage is dune
to one of the transfers. The lines of the engraving, of course, stand out in
relief on this steel roller and they are generally known as the " Roller
die or `' dies.'' This steel roller is then hardened and used to build up
the printing plate (of soft steel or alloy) by successive impressions.
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(either horizontally or vertically) under pressure on to the printing
plate. After examination, the printing plate, so made, is sometimes
hardened and is then ready for the printing of stamps. The lines of
design on th€ printing plate are in recess and the printing ink goes into
these recesses, all surplus s.:rface ink being wiped off before printing
commences.
If, in making the plate, the roller is brought down out of alignment
for any one unit, the impression thus made on the plate is burnished off
and a new impression is then made by the roller. If any details of the.
r_rst impression fail to be burnished off, they will register on that unit
of the plate when stamps are printed. This result is what philatelists,
call a Re- entry . In strict parlance the re-entry is the second application
iron the roller, and the remains of the first impression on the plate,
merely indicate that re-entering has been resorted to.
After the plate has been in use for some time and has become worn
it is possible to re-enter the whole plate by using the roller in the exact
positions of the original units. If done carefully, no signs of this re-entry
are visible except that the lines of the design have been deepened on the,
plate, resulting in a clearer stamp unit, especially in the frame lines.
This re-entering of the plate is usually called " Fresh Entry.''
It, during this process of fresh entering an old plate, a different.
pressure is used to that originally applied, it is possible to set up a visible.
re-entry. Under pressure, as the roller is rocked in, say from South to
North, on any one unit the steel of the plate becomes almost fluid, and
Tows in front of the roller. With too much pressure this fluid '' mass.
may result in (say) the top frame line registering in a different place to
the original impression on the plate, thus causing a visible re-entry.
A. good example of this Fresh Entering of a plate is the single plate:
of the 12 cents Canada 1859 issue. The later blue-greens all show deeper
and more distinct detail than the middle printings in green and yellowgreen and a " Re-entry " appears in the frame lines of two of the left.
marginal stamps. Other varieties were also set up, but without any
doub, whatsoever, only one plate was used for this value.
Finally, I must describe one other type of plate variety which can
occur on it line engraved printing plate. I told you that the roller
generally carried more than one impression of the matrix die in relief on
its periphery. Sometimes there are very slight differences in these
varioi's roller dies and these differences are illustrated on the printing
plate when more than one roller die is used to build up the plate. Again,
one roller die may have suffered slight damage, e.g., a portion of the
design in relief may have got broken off. This results in a colourless,
flaw on stamps printed from the plate which may continue on each of
several consecutive units of the plate before it is spotted and another
roller die brought into use. This happened in the build-up of the 1849.
(epaulette) 10 cent plate of Belgium.
1859 CENTS ISSUE
Mr Lees-Jones has told you so much about this issue that it leaven
me with little to say in addition.
(f) The question has already been raised at the Convention as to
how the master dies of the Pence Issue were used to produce partly the
master dies of the 1859 Cents Issue.
Without a detailed study of the corresponding designs, I cannot give
you an exact answer, but I can certainly indicate how the change-over
coulo .have been effected. To take the 6d and 10 cents 1859 values as an
example: the master die of the 6d could have been transferred to a roller
and the latter used to make a replica of the master die also on a small
steel plate, i.e., a working die. This working die could then either

have had the desi_n witside the oval cornpletely burnished oft and
replaced by a new design made by the engraver, or the currency in
ycords and numbers could have been erased and replaced by currency in
cents by the engraver. At the same time the engraver could have
strengthened or altered lines in parts of the existiHe engraving which had
not been burnished off.
(g) The first printing of the to cents value carne in black-brown,'but
I want to draw your attention to the second and fourth printings, which
are equally rare. The second printing to be found dated t o} Caine ill it
rich deep red-purple shade on paper thicker than normal and with
ragged perforations. It is a very pleasing shade.
The fourth printing also had thicker paper and ragged perforations
and came in an equally pleasing deep rich violet-purple or plum shade.
(h) The flaw over Cartier's shoulder on the Iic value carne on the
last two printings of 50,000 each, so not more than 1000 can have been
printed, probably less, as I think that the flaw did not commence till
after the last priutin,: but one was well under way.

Twenty years ago I knew of only 10 copies and I do not suppose that
more than 3o copies are to be found in the world today.
The flaw wore rapidly and several '' states " of it can be found on the
stamps of issue. It can also be found, in its last state, on post-conteuiporary plate proofs in various lurid colours such as chocoate, pale green,
ultramarine, etc.
(i) To revert again to the 1o cent value. This had a angle plateano
about 33 printings. Nos. '' and 12 on the plate show it small colourles>,
circular-shaped flaw adjoining the Prince Consort's hair on the left side,
as you look at the stamps.
1' err.-;1 siehT this v\-odd appear to he due to a flaw is the roller die,
but after about lo printings both these flaws disappeared completely.
On later printings there is absolutely no signs oil touching up where the
flaws had been, and it remains a mystery its tno how they were caused.
It i t had come on only one st _in,) I would have said tlr tint -omethinz aid I
to sealing wax had adhered to the plate for, the early printings and was
then rubbed oft or removed. Although it, is difficult to distinguish No. 12
without the flaw-, No. 2 can always be distinguished with or without tittc
flaw, as it, also has a true plate variety, viz., a cluster of dots in and
above the top frame lines immediately N.E. of the N.W. figure " X1868 LPIRGE CENTS ISSUE
(j) The early 10 -dings of the the value on thin crisp . Bank note
paper with practically, colourless gum are not easy to acquire. Arnoug
these car; 1;" found tw-o , i'ally hrilliunt shades, viz., a brilliant purple
and a brilliant plum. `l'he^ are very hard to cone by, and t have seen
very few copies, but I can show them to you tonight,, as Mr Lee- Jones
bought mv Large Cents collection which contained them.
(k) Ti you want to find the 15 cent script watermark and pert 1111 s
12 viu'ieties votl slo:13 first of all -o throllah your "innddv'' shafe's'bf
Montreal printings. The. script watermark also came with pert. 'I a'iud
some of the grey-blue shades can be found perf. lit x 12.
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(I) The 15c of 1880 in cold violet on very thick carton paper is hat'(]
to come by and in mint state it is, in my. opinion, one of the rarest, stamps
of Canada. I found only One mint copy , and Mr 1, es Jones in 31) years c?)
has found only three more. These lour copies will be shown tonight,
and I know of no others unless the Pack and Reford collections contain
copies.
Stanley Gibbons catalogues this stamp mint at £20, and the 15c script
watermark used at £40, and the 6c ordinary watermark used at £25.
Values, of course, may have changed, but 25 years ago the, above did

not reflect the then comparative rarity of these three stamps. I had no
undue difficulty in acquiring the 15c script watermark used, or tic
ordinary watermark used, but, as stated above, I could find only one the
or thick carton paper mint. The same shade, ''cold violet," comes also
on the normal thin paper, but you must have it copy on the thick carton
gaper for comparison, its many shades of the Grey Blue were siruilar.
(m) Over 20 vears ago the 15c Ottawa printiri,s were quite common
even in mint blocks. These Ottawa printings. were often sold by auctioneers and dealers as _A'lontreal printings, which are rare. This was due
to ,r genuine mistake on the part of these concerned and not to any other
unitive.
With practice it is always possible to separate the the Ottawa printill-,s from the Montreal printings of sirnilar shade. On Ottawa printings
the horizontal lines of background in the central circle are always much
inure blurred and the outline of the Queen's profile does not sIe. v up so
clearly as ou the Montreal prints. This was not due to wear, but to the
poor quality of the paper used for the Ottawa printings.
(n) Mint blocks of the Montreal printings of the the are rare, except
in the Grey Blue shades. I have never seen a mint block of the the early
printing, or even of the perf. M, x 12 variety. Tonight N1r Lees-Jones will
show you two used blocks of loin' of an early printing of the the and I
regard these as bcin extremely rare.
(o) In spite of Mr Boggs' question mark, the 2c on Laid paper does
exist and two copies have been passed by the Expert Committee of the
R. P. S. L.
1870.1879 SMALL CENTS ISSUE
(p) Certain stamps of this issue are extremely rare in mint blocks
or strips. They are as follows:The first printing of the Ic in deep Orange.
The 3c Indian Red of 1870.
The 3c Rose of 1870-1873.
The 3c Rose Carmine of 1888-1889.
The toe Magenta shades in either perforation.
Care must be taken with the 1c Orange, as some of the subsequent
shades of orange-yellow were similar. The real Ic Orange is without. any
tinge of yellow and conies on a thin medium paper of fine texture, which
is particularly " white '' to look at, i.e., with no discolouration.
(q) I first wrote about the 3c perf. 12 variety nearly 25 years ago.
In an article written forthe Collectors' Club Philatelist, I notice that I
gave the dates of two copies which I had on entire as being February
and April, 1871, respectively. I have now seen these two entires once
more in Mr Lees-Jones' collection and I observe that they are dated February and April, 1870 - the earliest known dates for this perforation
variety.

11j
I believe that only tvvc mint copies are known and about 60 to 80 used,
so the use of this perforation gauge could only have been due to sonic
corer ency.
(r) Boggs (pa[,e dra,vs especial attention to the major re-entr,yy
on the Ge Ottavka printin". I knew and wrote about this stamp many
years a,-,o, bill :Air Iitct4s' discovery that the first impression was front
the 5c value is new iutoranatiou.
He states that the variety probably occurred by the 'trst irrnpression
the plate beirm made lwa roller containing the 5c roller die in mis[ake.Another lrussihirii' discussed by hire is that the roller used was a
!nixed Llelief roller conlniniri roller dies of both the uc and Ge on its
periphery. On p•r,;e *,9i, yir lbc gs illustrates a '2c Ottawa print with a
rc-entry of the central port ion of the eiecle cout,aiuing the Queen's head
misplaced as far south as the bottom margin. I also had copies of this
2c re-entry in nrv collection. The cause of these excelltioual varieties must
of course be conjecture hut, personally, I prefer the following possible
solution to the solutir ns put forward by Mr Boggs.
On the etc, the firs! crroneons impression wan uisp1-Ted by about onethird of the total length of the staunp, and on the 2c it was misplaced by
over half of the total lerigth of the stamp.
As late as 1890 I cannot believe that any workman with comparatively
modern equipment could have made such it bad shot so far out of position
when applying the roller trr the printing plate.
\ ain, the printing plates at this time were not hardened (Boggs,
parse 2(N ) , and it was it period of economy , as illustrated i the poor class
of paper and gum used for the Ottawa printings.
I suggest that old prinlioo plates had their original designs entirely
burnished o:7 and (hat lyre plate material was Urea used again to make a
new plate by fresh applications of the roller.
In the case of the Go" the old plate used was,one for tho he value, and
part of the design on one unit missed the burnishes;, process.
This practice was resorted to in Mexico and Brazil, and I hope that Mr
Aitcheson will endorse this. (NIr Aitcheson endorsed this in the subsequent discussion) .
h'iually, I must thank Mr Lees-Jones for supplying such excellent
nrater}all:to illustrate my talk tonight. Taking the first four issues of
Ganada as one unit, I should say that probably :vlr Lees-Jones has the
firmest' collection of Canada in the world today, bracketed with the collection of i)r Reford of Canada, which latter I have not seen. The late Mr
Liechtenstein had of course the finest collection of Canadian Pence Issues
in the world and I believe that it is still intact„ with its marvellous
assembly of 12d. blacks, in the possession of his daughter, Mrs Dale.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE HANDBOOK

Constitution and Rules . Pages 10 and 11:
RULE 6. Delete the words " on a card vote postal before the new
session starting tst October."
and insert " elected annually at the
Meeting."

Annual

General

RULE 15. Delete completely and insert " Nomination of officials
together with proxies, if any, should be in the hands of
the Secretary one month prior to the date of the Annual
General Meeting."
RULE 13. Add after " on the Ist October '': " a certain suul to be
allocated from each annual subscription to be placed to
the Convention Fund, the said sum to be agreed upon at
the Annual General Meeting."

Committee and Office - Bearers of the C.P.S.G .B. Page 7.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
VICE-PRESIDENTS. Add R. W. T. Lees-Jones, F.R.P.S. (L.) ,
F.C.P.S., Merridale, Bank Hall Lane, Hale, Cheshire.
PUBLICITY MEMBER. Change title to read: " Publicity and Adver
tising Manager." Delete : " 0. A. Fraser, M.P.S., 123
Crown Street, Aberdeen''; insert: " L. Baresh, 82 Baker
Street, Weybridge, Surrey."

Local Groups and Contact Members
YORKSHIRE. Alter to read " South Yorkshire."
Add the following new Groups:
YORKSHIRE-\VEST RIDING: J. P. Macaskie, 7 Wellington Street,
Oakes, Huddersfield.
HAMPSHIRE and SOUTHERN COUNTIES: F. S. Walker, 13 Richmond
Park Avenue, Bournemouth.
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AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP LIST IN THE HANDBOOK
Memb. No. NAME

ADDRESS

New Members.
434

Davidson, J. F.

435
436

Chambers, Jos.
Allison, Russell

All-,
438
439

Willan, Dr It.
Whyte, A. R.
1-Ieissner, Alfons

4'o

SheClherd, Richard

2.41

Theeuwissen, R. F.

854 Oakenwald Ave., Fort Garry,
Winnipeg, Man., Canada.
116 Vernon Street, Nelson, B.C.
712 17th St., Niagara Falls,
New York, U.S.A.
Oak House, Shaw, Lancs.
Beulah Lodge, Ilorley, Surrey.
It Moren Drive, Clarkston,
Renfrewshire.
8 Church Bond, 'I'weedmouth,
Berwick-on-Tweed,
to Rue de Moulin, Nossegham(Bt).
Belgium.

Resignations.
164
311
359

McGrath, J.
Carson, Jas. H. B.
Lee, J. H.

Death.
65

B. M. Smith (Miss)

Change of Address.
323
216
273
84
242
347
395

Hoarse , Gwilyn

St. Peter ' s, The Avenue , Healing,
Grimsby.
Daggett , Harry M.
Dept. of Chemistry , University of
British Columbia, Vancouver , B.'';.
Firebrace , John A.
I Woodthorpe Court , 55 Silverdale
Road, Eastbourne , Sussex.
Hetherington , R. B.
St. Margaret ' s, Kitwood , Ropley,
Hants.
Macdonald, A. It.
31 The Cliffe, High Street , Lewes,
Sussex.
Paine, H. L.
For Saskatoon read Saskatchewan.
Sandford -Johnson, '. B. Peartree Barn, Felpham,
Near Bognor Regis, Sussex.
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President --A. E. STEPHENSON, Ellislea, Kinross.
Vice-Presidents- J. C. CART WRI(aiIIT, 53 Madeira Park, Tunbridge
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For SPECIALISTS ...
" PHILATELIC ARROWS " for indicating errors, overprints, etc.
" MOUNTING CORNERS " for covers, cards, and documents.
WORLD AIR POSTS ," the lavishly illustrated guide to-the
air mails of your favourite countries.
THE AERO FIELD "-The magazine that sets the pace in
aero-philately.
Write for details.

Covers . Special Postmarks

.

Air Mails, etc.
OUR UNIQUE STOCKS ARE AT YOUR SERVICE.

Francis J. Field

SUTTON GOLDFIELD
ENGLAND

I

Fine Stamps at Auction
'rile H. R . HARMER AUCTIONS are oniversulk
acknoaIedged to be the hest medium for the
0 ::chill, of fine and rare stomps. AV'c
buyiIi or
incite colloctors to clnltact Its if these ocisli to
(lispuse of their st:uups on the most a Iv:nntageous terms. 1'1111 particnhu s of conlnliss:ou
terrnls, insllr:ulce. etc.. oil request from ()III
London or NT(,.c Yolk offiO('s. For prospective
hnvers editions of our auction catalo,ncs are
acaiLlhle in good time for postal hidLling_. Write
for snhsariptiou hlalrh. "Ilcelve nlullths' sohscriptiolu for all London Catalogues loin Lists of
Prices licaliscd. 21Is Post Vivo.

H. R. HARMER
INTERNATIONAL STAMP

AUCTIONEERS

H. R. HARMER Ltd.

H. R. HARMER, Inc.

39-42 , New Bond Street,
LONDON, W. 1
Mayfair 0218
Phone:

32, East 57th Street,
NEW YORK, 22, N.Y.
Phone: Plaza
3 - 6482

and at SYDNEY , N.S.W.
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THE PURCHASERS OF

Mr F. H . Vallancey ' s Business
HEATHER LODGE ,
HOLD THE LARGEST STOCK OF
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IN THE WORLD
A SPECIAL OFFER TO READERS OF MAPLE LEAVES.
"The Colonial Postal System and Postage Stamp of Vancouver Island
and British Columbia 1849-71."

13v A. S. I)EAV 11,1,E.
i, superb book (cos first pllblis',hed in a limited edition of 500 copies
it) i::2', and has low, been considered out of stunk and nnohtai table. Strongly
bound, cloth. 210 pp.. and many photograph illilstratiuns. An esihaustive
study nidispensahle to the specialist. £3 Is.

54 FREDERICK ST., EDINBURGH
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BOURNEMOUTH -PHILADELPHIA
MELBOURNE

^I\rJ

ogsoN LO vvI
LTD

\Vy Head Office
50 • PALL MALL • LONDON • S-W1
Abbey 4034

OUR AUCTIONS
Have proved immensely popular with both buyers and sellers because of the
grouping of countries or continents, but mainly owing to the fact that an
estimated value is printed against each lot, which has been carefully and
conscientiously described and valued, thus enabling the buyer to calculate
his bids with judgment based on quality and an accurate valuation, and
ensuring the seller the finest market and the best nett results from his sales.
Each Series of
SPECIALISED STAMP SALES
includes sections of
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
Canada :: New Brunswick :: Newfoundland :: Nova Scotia :: etc.
SE\1) FOR CURRENT SALES CATALOGUES
BOURNEMOUTH OFFICE
GRANVILLE CHAMBERS
RICHMOND HILL
Tel. Bournemouth 3235

•

AMERICAN OFFICE
1320 WIDENER BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA , 7, Pa., U.S.A.
Tel. Locust 4-1367

IS IT -

CANADA or NEWFOUNDLAND
YOU REQUIRE?
Then it is

GEO. C. GINN & CO.
. you should write to
We cater for all grades of collectors where
these two countries are concerned
No price lists issued at present , but stamps sent on
approval according to your personal requirements
NOTE THE ADDRESS :

115 MOORGATE , LONDON, E.C.2
'Phone: MONarch 6224

iv.

T HE

CA N A D A O N LY
DEALER
Want Lists welcomed and receive prompt
attention. My large purchases ensure that if
not already in stock I can offer sooner or
later what will relieve your particular
headaches-usually soo er
'CANADIAN NEWS

LETTER'

issued monthly
contains pages of articles, news, market tips and specia9 offers
Send P.C. for specimen copies

F. JACKSO

N (P.T.S., S.D.A., C.P. S. (G. B.)

92 ROUSE STREET, SUDDEN, ROCHDALE

OUR SERVICES
The British Empire Approval Department is prepared for increased
activity. Stock and Approval Books have been re-made to meet
the demand from clients who prefer fireside collecting during the
winter months.
Additional staff have been taken on to deal with want lists, and
particular attention will be given to the specialist . For this
purpose specialised eallections of various Colonies and Doininiorrs
have been purchase,'..
The Empire New Issue Service one of the best-is again able to
receive new members. This applies also to the Foreign and
Colonial New Issues on Approval . Collectors requirirt-, enough
to make sending worth while are invited to join this service.
Particulars on request.
The Buying Department will purchase any sin;-le rarities or collections for stock, or dispose of clients' property by Private Treaty on
a commission basis. Our licensed valuers undertake valuations at
moderate charges.
Lastly, the " West- End Philatelist " will he sent post free for
5s for six issues. Specimen copies, 3d each.

DAVID FIELD , LTD., 7 VINO Dealers since

1884

l'riutod hF AIRDRIE PRINTING CO., 42
High Street, Aiirairle, Tel.:17%;
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